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Abstract. The fire weather of south-east Australia from 1985 to 2009 has been simulated using the Weather Research
and Forecasting (WRF) model. The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Centers for Environmental
Prediction and National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis supplied the lateral boundary conditions and initial

conditions. The model simulated climate and the reanalysis were evaluated against station-based observations of the
McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) using probability density function skill scores, annual cumulative FFDI and
days per year with FFDI above 50.WRF simulated the main features of the FFDI distribution and its spatial variation, with

an overall positive bias. Errors in average FFDI were caused mostly by errors in the ability of WRF to simulate relative
humidity. In contrast, errors in extreme FFDI values were driven mainly by WRF errors in wind speed simulation.
However, in both cases the quality of the observed data is difficult to ascertain. WRF run with 50-km grid spacing did not
consistently improve upon the reanalysis statistics. Decreasing the grid spacing to 10 km led to fire weather that was

generally closer to observations than the reanalysis across the full range of evaluationmetrics used here. This suggests it is
a very useful tool for modelling fire weather over the entire landscape of south-east Australia.
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Introduction

In order for wildland fire to occur there must be: sufficient
biomass that is dry enough to burn, the presence of ignitions and
weather conditions conducive to burning. Elements of weather
relevant to wildland fire risk include temperature, humidity,

wind speed, atmospheric stability and the passage of wind
changes (Parkyn et al. 2010). Fire regimes can be defined in part
by the relative importance of these four drivers in limiting

overall wildland fire incidence. For instance, in some ecosys-
tems fire is limited primarily by the amount of fuel whereas in
others a combination of fuel availability and ambient weather is

the primary limiting factor (Archibald et al. 2009; Bradstock
2010).

Climate change is expected to alter global fire regimes

significantly (Flannigan et al. 2009; Krawchuk et al. 2009;
Bradstock 2010). Owing to the central role of coupled climate
models in projecting future climate, studies of the effects of
increased atmospheric carbon dioxide on wildland fire have

tended to focus on fire weather, which is more directly linked to

changes in the prevailing climate than are other drivers.
Global climate models model perform their task well

(Randall et al. 2007), but their ability to provide information
about regional variations in climate is limited by their coarse

resolution and their representation of important regional climate
drivers such as sub-continental scale topography (e.g. the Great
DividingRange) and offshore processes (e.g. the East Australian

Current) (Meehl et al. 2007). Although the climate system is a
global phenomenon, it is the local and regional climate that
affects our immediate environment. Dynamical downscaling

with regional climate models (RCMs) overcomes many of the
limitations of global climate models in providing information
relevant to regional adaptation planning (Evans et al. 2012a).

They can operate at much finer spatial scales and contain
additional information about drivers of regional climate includ-
ing more detailed topography and improved representation of
important regional land–atmosphere phenomena (Pitman et al.
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2012) and feedback mechanisms (Evans et al. 2011). Because
they are built on physical principles, dynamical RCMs allow for
changes in the existing relationship between weather variables

or climate drivers.
Given their use in downscaling fire weather projections, the

ability of RCMs to simulate observed climate is of great interest.

TheWeather Research and Forecasting (WRF)model is an open
source atmospheric simulation system that can be used as an
RCM.WRF has been shown to skilfully reproduce the observed

spatial patterns of surface temperature and precipitation (Evans
and McCabe 2010) and the diurnal rainfall cycle (Evans and
Westra 2012) from the late 20th to early 21st century in south-
east Australia. The simulation described in Evans and McCabe

(2010) included a positive temperature bias of ,18C and a
precipitation bias that varied in sign depending on the region and
season.Mölders (2008, 2010) also examined the performance of

WRF and found it to be well suited for fire weather prediction in
Alaska, based on its ability to produce 1–5-day forecasts of two
fire weather indices, during June 2005. Mölders (2008) found

that WRF underestimated precipitation on average and slightly
overestimated wind speed, but adequately captured the temporal
evolution of these variables as well as temperature and relative

humidity over the study period. Shimada and Ohsawa (2011)
and Shimada et al. (2011) also reported a positive bias in wind
speed from WRF, this time over Japan, in a simulation for the
year 2005. WRF’s ability to simulate fire weather has not yet

been evaluated in Australia.
The McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) is a function

of temperature, precipitation, relative humidity and wind speed

and was derived in the late 1960s to relate weather conditions to
expected fire behaviour and rate of spread (McArthur 1967;
Luke and McArthur 1978). It is used operationally by weather

forecasters and fire agencies in Australia to declare fire weather
warnings and total fire bans, and to determine fire danger. FFDI
is often used in analyses of weather conditions associated with
major wildfires (e.g. Engel et al. 2012). The index also

correlates with property loss from wildland fires (Blanchi
et al. 2010; Bradstock and Gill 2001). There are considerable
similarities between FFDI and the Canadian Forest Fire

Weather Index (FWI) system: both are drawn from daily
meteorological observations of temperature, wind speed, rain-
fall and relative humidity. The two indices differ in the

vegetation used for calibration and in the FWI’s greater
emphasis on fuel moisture (Van Wagner 1987; Dowdy et al.

2010). The United States National Fire Danger Ratings System

(NFDRS; Deeming et al. 1978) is more physically based than
are the FWI and FFDI, and draws on a wider range of
meteorological inputs (Mölders 2010).

Multivariate indices such as the FFDI are a useful measure of

regional climate model performance. Simulating FFDI well
requires a model to simulate the spatial and temporal variation
of four different variables. The ability of WRF to capture

extreme values of FFDI is of particular interest, as it is on these
days that the largest fires are most likely and in the event of an
outbreak, most difficult to control. It is important to correctly

simulate the overall distribution of FFDI, as lower values are
also used in determining weather conditions suitable for con-
ducting fuel reduction burns and setting appropriate levels of
community advice.

Our study evaluates the ability of WRF to simulate observed
fire weather, represented by FFDI, between 1 January 1985 and
31 December 2009 over south-east Australia. This is the first

study comparing observed and simulated FFDI in Australia, and
it covers a substantially longer period than did previous evalua-
tions of the model in terms of fire weather. We use reanalysis

lateral boundary conditions to drive WRF, which minimises
error inheritance and allows identification of positive and
negative features of the RCM simulation in a reasonably

controlled environment. WRF is being used to develop climate
projections for south-east Australia under the New SouthWales
and Australian Capital Territory Regional Climate Modelling
Project (NARCliM; NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

2012). This evaluationwill determinewhetherWRF is a suitable
tool to estimate the fire danger at the observation locations in
this region.

Methods

Study area

Most of south-east Australia is low lying (Fig. 1a). The most
prominent relief occurs at the Flinders Range in South Australia

(between 30 and 368S, near 1398W) and the Great Dividing
Range that follows the east coast of Australia (approximately
from 388S, 1468E to 278S, 1528E). The dotted lines in Fig. 1a

show a 28 grid (,220 km), which approximates the grid spacing
of global climate models e.g. CSIRO-MK3.0 (Gordon et al.

2002). At this resolution the coastline is distorted and features

such as the Flinders and Great Dividing Ranges tend to be
smoothed and poorly represented. In Australia, these topo-
graphic features have considerable influence on the regional

scale hydrometeorology, representing a clear boundary between
the drier semiarid interior and the wetter coastal fringe. Inade-
quate representation of complex mountainous terrain is likely to
lead to omission of their characteristic features: rapid and sys-

tematic changes in climatic parameters such as precipitation and
temperature, enhanced direct runoff and erosion and systematic
variation of other environmental (e.g. soil types) and climatic

(e.g. radiation) factors (Christensen et al. 2007).
There is an approximately latitudinal gradient in fire season-

ality over south-east Australia, beginning in spring in the

northern part of the domain and shifting to mid to late summer
in the southernmost regions. Vegetation ranges from subtropical
rainforests in the north-east to the forested Great Dividing

Range including alpine heathlands in the southern Alps, through
dry forests and rangelands of the mid-west to the dry plains of
the north-west. Along with vegetation patterns, rainfall season-
ality is a primary driver of existing fire regime patterns in the

study area (Russell-Smith et al. 2007). Russell-Smith et al.

(2007) modelled the relationship between satellite-derived fire
incidence data from 1997 to 2005 and a range of biophysical

variables, finding rainfall seasonality to be the dominant influ-
ence, followed by vegetation (i.e. fuel) structure.

Observational data

The observational data used in this study are based on the high
quality historical FFDI dataset described by Lucas (2010a).
FFDI is derived from standard weather observations of air
temperature, relative humidity, 10-min averaged wind speed
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and rainfall to estimate the fire weather conditions. FFDI is

given by Noble et al. (1980) as:

FFDI ¼ 2� expð0:987� lnðDFÞ � 0:0345� H

þ 0:0338� T þ 0:0234� V � 0:45Þ ð1Þ

where DF is the drought factor, T is the temperature (8C), V the
wind speed (kmh�1) and H the relative humidity (%). In the
formulation used here, FFDI is based on maximum daily
temperature, and wind speed and relative humidity measured

at 1500 hours local time. The drought factor is an empirical
estimate of the state of the fuel and is calculated following the
methodology described in Griffiths (1999). This uses the

Keetch-Byram Drought Index (Keetch and Byram 1968) as its
input for soil moisture deficit, based on total daily rainfall
collected at 0900 hours local time.

FFDI is widely used across Australia by weather forecasters
and firemanagers. The fire danger rating scale divides FFDI into
a series of threshold values with associated descriptions: 0–11
(low–moderate), 12–24 (high), 25–49 (very high), 50–74

(severe), 75–99 (extreme) and 100þ (catastrophic). FFDI
ignores local variations in fuel amounts and types, as well as
the slope of the terrain. These factors have a significant influ-

ence on the fire behaviour. FFDI is therefore primarily a tool for
understanding weather- and climate-related aspects of fire risk.

The FFDI also has a similarly derived counterpart, theGrassland

Fire Danger Index (GFDI), which is designed to be applied to
large areas of grassland that are subject to fire, e.g. central and
northern Australia. GFDI is not evaluated here, being problem-

atic as a result of uncertainties in the amounts of historical
grassland curing. In any case, future climate projections show
considerable overlap in the behaviour of the GFDI and FFDI
(Hennessy et al. 2005).

Lucas (2010a) describes inhomogeneities in wind speed data
that in some cases have a large effect on the FFDI. These
inhomogeneities arise from the changing local environment of

the wind measurement as well as the changing instrumentation
used to record wind speeds. The inhomogeneities are most
evident in rural stations and before the 1990s, and as a general

rule the mean of past wind speed measurements is lower than
those measured with contemporary anemometers. Lucas
(2010a) proposes a methodology for correcting these data that

is applicable to the statistics of the FFDI distribution, rather than
individual observations. The methodology breaks down at the
extreme upper ends of the FFDI distribution, typically above the
90th percentile. In order to retain data with daily resolution we

used uncorrected data. This leads to an underestimate of average
FFDI values by,5% for the period of this study (corrected and
uncorrected data supplied by Chris Lucas, Australian Weather

and Climate Research, Bureau of Meteorology).
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Fig. 1. Map of study area showing elevation and the location of weather stations. See Table 1 for

key to station names.
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Model data

The WRF modelling system is developed collaboratively by
several agencies and the research community. In this study the
Advanced ResearchWRF (ARW) version 3 is used (Skamarock
et al. 2008). WRF was run from 1 November 1984 to 31

December 2009, excluding the first two months which were
discarded as model spin-up. The model timestep is 1 min.
Model top pressure is 50 hPa. The monthly atmospheric carbon

dioxide concentration changed monthly from measurements at
Baring Head, New Zealand (Evans and McCabe 2010). Sea
surface temperatures are continuously updated and deep soil

moisture varies dynamically throughout the simulation
according to the physics embodied in the Noah land surface
model. The following physics schemes were used: WRF single
moment 5-class microphysics scheme; the rapid radiative

transfer model (RRTM) longwave radiation scheme; the Dudhia
shortwave radiation scheme; Monin-Obukhov surface layer
similarity; Noah land-surface scheme; Yonsei University

boundary layer scheme; Kain-Fritsch cumulus physics scheme

and Rayleigh damping in the upper 5 km of the atmosphere. The
model has 30 vertical levels spaced closer together in the
planetary boundary layer (both domains). The physics schemes

used here were chosen as a compromise between schemes that
have been found to perform well in other studies (Evans and
McCabe 2010; Evans et al. 2012b), represent the required

physical processes and are computationally efficient enough to
perform long simulations.

Two domains are used with one-way nesting. The parent and

nested domain have respective horizontal grid spacings of 50
and 10 km. The two simulations are referred to as WRF50 and
WRF10. The lateral boundary conditions of the parent domain
are provided by 6-hourly National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) reanalysis project data (NNRP; Kalnay
et al. 1996) at a grid spacing of 250 km. By using as many

observations as possible, NNRP produces an estimate of the

Table 1. Location of stations, distance from stations to centre of NNRP, WRF 50 km (W50) and WRF 10 km (W10) grid cells, and summary of

missing data for each station

Station (abbreviation) Station location (8) Distance from grid cell centre (to nearest kilometre) Total days missing

(years missing .90 days)Latitude Longitude NNRP W50 W10

Adelaide (AD) �34.92 138.62 37 71A 1 16

Amberley (AM) �27.63 152.71 82 7 3 259

Bendigo (BE) �36.74 144.33 45 8 2 57

Birdsville (BI) �25.90 139.35 64 28 6 652 (1997)

Bourke (BO) �30.04 145.95 64 15 7 561 (1998)

Brisbane (BR) �27.39 153.13 66 18 5 7

Broken Hill (BH) �31.98 141.47 101 25 5 708 (1985, 1991)

Canberra (CA) �35.30 149.20 73 20 3 16

Casino (CS) �28.88 153.05 99 25 5 1012 (1985–86)

Charleville (CH) �26.42 146.25 79 15 5 27

Cobar (CO) �31.49 145.83 40 29 7 80

Coffs Harbour (CF) �30.31 153.12 106 23 5 18

Dubbo (DU) �32.22 148.58 98 17 3 298

Emerald (EM) �23.57 148.18 27 19 5 159

Hay (HA) �34.52 144.85 91 15 5 441 (1991)

Laverton (LV) �37.86 144.76 87 31 5 21

Lismore (LM) �28.81 153.26 92 10 4 680 (1986–87)

Melbourne (ME) �37.68 144.84 73 12 5 19

Mildura (ML) �34.23 142.08 107 31 3 10

Miles (MS) �26.66 150.18 107 14 5 530 (1987)

Moree (MO) �29.49 149.85 15 13 2 24

Mount Gambier (MG) �37.75 140.77 69 31 3 8

Nhill (NH) �36.33 141.64 118 11 1 104

Nowra (NO) �34.95 150.54 59 9 5 246

Omeo (OM) �37.10 147.60 47 20 4 1021 (1986, 2002, 2009)

Orbost (OR) �37.69 148.47 68 12 2 47

Renmark (RE) �34.20 140.68 97 21 2 173 (1988)

Richmond (RI) �33.60 150.78 78 19 3 29

Sale (SA) �38.12 147.13 128 10 3 101

Sydney (SY) �33.94 151.17 94 17 3 6

Thargomindah (TH) �27.99 143.82 68 32 4 345

Tibooburra (TI) �29.44 142.01 48 7 7 131

Wagga (WA) �35.16 147.46 61 33 6 13

Wilcannia (WI) �31.56 143.37 84 25 4 1057 (1985, 1988–92, 1996)

Williamtown (WT) �32.79 151.84 60 28 6 9

AThe grid cell closest to the coordinates of the station at Adelaide occurred in a cell flagged as sea; the next closest land grid cell was picked.
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state of the atmosphere that is as close to reality as possible. The

regional climate produced by the WRF simulation driven by
the NNRP reanalysis has been extensively evaluated on time
scales ranging from diurnal to inter-annual (Evans and McCabe

2010; Evans andWestra 2012). This simulation was found to be
a good representation of the observed regional climate. The
outermost six horizontal layers of both nests were discarded
from the analysis to minimise lateral boundary effects, resulting

in the domain areas shown in Fig. 1b.

Analysis

All weather stations from Lucas (2010a) that fell within both
WRF nests were used for the analysis; 35 in total. FFDI at each

station was compared with FFDI at the closest WRF grid cell
over land. Comparisons with the closest NNRP grid cell were
also made. In several cases the same NNRP grid cell was
compared with multiple stations. It is preferable to use grid-

based observations to evaluate model output, which is generally
taken to represent area averaged rather than point processes
(Osborn and Hulme 1998). Moreover, the larger the model grid

cell, the less likely it is that weather at any given point in the
landscape will be representative of the entire grid cell; this is
particularly the case for 250-km NNRP grid cells. However, no

grid-based FFDI observations are available for this time period
and in any case such observations are also subject to limitations,
such as representativeness and sensitivity of interpolation

techniques to changes in network density (Klein Tank et al.

2009; King et al. 2012). The location of each station and its
distance from the centre of the closest WRF grid cell are shown
respectively in Fig. 1b andTable 1.All stations aremissing some

observational data (Table 1).

The variables chosen to summarise and evaluate the fire

weather climate were:

1. Annual cumulative FFDI (SFFDI) – calculated as the sum of

all daily FFDI values over the entire year (e.g. Beer and
Williams 1995). It provides a useful metric to compare
relative levels of fire weather danger over long time periods

or different spatial areas. SFFDI is calculated as the average
over the period 1985–2009.

2. Days per year over 50 – this variable is indicative of extreme
conditions. The largest, most intense wildfires are more

likely to happen on these days and any fires that do occur
are unlikely to be controllable. It has also been found that
90% of property loss from major fires in Australia occurred

during times when FFDI was above 50 (Blanchi et al. 2010).
Days per year over 50 is calculated over the same time period
asSFFDI. Although there is great interest in FFDI categories
above 50 (namely 75 and 100) the sample size at many
stations is too small to draw robust conclusions.

3. Skill score for FFDI and underlying variables – also known

as the overlap statistic of the probability density function
(PDF). It is calculated by taking the area under the curve
defined by theminimumof themodelled and observed PDFs.
Expressed in terms of the empirical bins used:

Skill score ¼
Xn

1

minðZm; ZoÞ ð2Þ

where n is the number of bins used to calculate the PDF, Zm
is the relative frequency of values in a given bin from the
model and Zo is the relative frequency of values in a given bin
from the observations. Skill score ranges from zero to one,

with zero indicating no overlap and one indicating identical

(a) Observed (b) NNRP (c) WRF 50 km

Annual cumulative FFDI

(d) WRF 10 km
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(g) W10 – Obs(f ) W50 – Obs(e) N – Obs

Fig. 2. Mean annual cumulative FFDI (1985–2009). Top row shows absolute values: (a) Observed, (b) NNRP, (c) WRF 50 km, (d ) WRF 10 km. Second

row shows error values: (e) NNRP – Observed, ( f ) WRF 50 km – Observed, (g) WRF 10 km – Observed. Bin sizes are nonlinear and have been chosen to

maximise representation in each bin. Owing to their proximity, there is overlap between the markers for Laverton and Melbourne, Sydney and Richmond,

Casino and Lismore, and Brisbane and Amberley.
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PDFs.Wemultiplied by 100 to simplify visual interpretation.

This metric is useful as it is quite robust to sampling errors or
random errors in the observations and it measures more than
just the mean: simulation of an entire PDF demonstrates an

ability to simulate values at the tails of the distribution aswell

as at the centre. However, skill scores do not indicate the sign
of bias, and are increasingly insensitive to errors as values
become rarer (Perkins et al. 2007).

Bias and root mean square error (RMSE) were calculated for

annual cumulative FFDI and days per year with FFDI over 50 at
each station. In order to investigate potential sources of WRF
error, FFDI is also recalculated after replacingWRF values with
observed values for the variables underlying FFDI. One limita-

tion of this approach is that the variables are not independent,
particularly in the case of relative humidity and temperature, so
changing onewithout changing the other(s) may lead to physical

inconsistencies. Proportional error is defined here as: the abso-
lute value of (WRF�Observed)CObserved. The effect of
substituting observed data is labelled Improvement, defined as:

ðjWRF� Observedj � jWRFs � ObservedjÞ
CjWRF� Observedj ð3Þ

where WRFS is WRF with one variable substituted with either
observed drought factor (DF), maximum temperature (T), wind

Table 2. Annual cumulative FFDI and days per year with FFDI over 50 from observations (Obs), NNRP,WRF 50km (W50) andWRF 10km (W10)

Station Annual cumulative FFDI Days per year over 50

Obs NNRP W50 W10 Obs NNRP W50 W10

Adelaide 2779 3507 4305 3069 1.7 0.2 0.8 0.1

Amberley 3197 1640 3046 2688 1.7 0.0 0.7 1.0

Bendigo 2812 2641 4444 3487 1.8 0.2 2.4 3.2

Birdsville 9352 12213 10383 9765 29.8 68.8 27.1 19.4

Bourke 5735 6320 7589 7048 6.8 5.0 13.9 13.6

Brisbane 1855 1640 1976 1289 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.1

Broken Hill 4432 6733 8115 7324 2.4 3.8 13.4 13.8

Canberra 2417 1351 2513 2362 1.1 0.0 0.2 0.6

Casino 2305 1309 1278 1970 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.7

Charleville 6396 4854 7453 6762 7.7 2.4 8.7 6.6

Cobar 5035 5330 6564 5725 5.4 3.0 7.2 7.0

Coffs Harbour 1167 1309 1492 693 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Dubbo 3577 3450 4785 4038 2.7 1.0 1.9 2.4

Emerald 4584 2900 6023 5705 1.4 0.3 2.2 2.3

Hay 3350 4554 6258 5552 1.0 3.4 6.9 8.6

Laverton 1945 2641 2550 1854 1.7 0.2 0.3 0.9

Lismore 1728 1309 1278 1142 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.2

Melbourne 2361 2641 2550 2094 3.3 0.2 0.3 1.0

Mildura 5284 6268 6821 6532 8.4 7.0 7.5 12.7

Miles 4103 2458 5266 4582 0.6 0.0 1.9 1.8

Moree 4198 2613 5801 5020 3.2 0.0 3.6 3.7

Mount Gambier 1847 2606 2457 1502 1.8 0.0 0.1 0.1

Nhill 3677 2861 5114 4098 4.6 0.3 3.0 3.8

Nowra 1762 1351 1721 1442 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.2

Omeo 1395 1599 2164 1390 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Orbost 1043 1599 2005 1039 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Renmark 5304 6313 6640 6719 10.2 7.1 6.3 14.2

Richmond 2469 1525 2272 2462 1.7 0.0 0.2 1.1

Sale 1679 2259 2326 1530 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2

Sydney 1897 1525 2216 1293 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.1

Thargomindah 7238 8023 8971 8393 15.3 15.8 24.2 19.8

Tibooburra 7339 8963 9095 8506 18.0 23.8 18.4 17.7

Wagga 3461 2359 4608 3578 4.9 0.0 2.9 2.9

Wilcannia 6408 7720 8200 7559 11.6 11.0 15.2 16.2

Williamtown 1914 1076 1619 1184 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.2

Table 3. Station-averaged values for bias and root mean square error

(RMSE) in annual cumulative FFDI (SFFDI) and days per year with

FFDI over 50, and skill score for FFDI, drought factor (DF), tempera-

ture (T), wind speed (V) and relative humidity (H)

NNRP WRF 50 km WRF 10 km

SFFDI Bias 40 967 381

RMSE 1118 1348 909

Days over 50 Bias �0.11 0.38 0.55

RMSE 7.08 3.27 3.64

Skill score FFDI 85.7 85.4 91.2

DF 81.8 88.9 92.0

T 85.4 91.6 92.7

V 65.0 74.1 74.2

H 79.0 79.8 84.9
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speed (W) or relative humidity (H). A negative value of
Improvement implies that model accuracy has deteriorated with
substitution relative to the original model value. Generally,

Improvement behaves as follows:

As jWRFs � Observedj ! 0; Improvement ! 1

As jWRF� Observedj ! 0; Improvement ! �1
As jWRFs � Observedj ! jWRF� Observedj; Improvement ! 0

For jWRF� Observedj � jWRFs � Observedj; Improvement ! 1

Results

Annual cumulative FFDI

Fig. 2 and Table 2 show SFFDI. The observed data (Fig. 2a)

ranged from just over 1000 to over 8000 with a strong gradient
from low values near the coast to very high values inland.
Modelled SFFDI and error are shown for NNRP (Fig. 2b, e),

WRF50 (Fig. 2c, f ) and WRF10 (Fig. 2d, g). Although NNRP
captures well the overall coastal–inland gradient (Fig. 2b), it
significantly underestimates SFFDI for much of eastern Aus-
tralia (Fig. 2e). Indeed, Fig. 2e shows much of the region

dominated by errors exceeding 600.WRF50 also underestimates

Days per year with FFDI above 50

(a) Observed (b) NNRP

(e) N – Obs (f ) W50 – Obs (g) W10 – Obs

(c) WRF 50 km (d ) WRF 10 km
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Fig. 3. Mean days per year with FFDI above 50 (1985–2009). Top row shows absolute values: (a) Observed, (b) NNRP, (c)WRF 50 km, (d )WRF 10 km.

Second row shows error values: (e) NNRP – Observed, ( f ) WRF 50 km – Observed, (g) WRF 10 km – Observed. Bin sizes are nonlinear and have been

chosen to maximise representation in each bin. Owing to their proximity, there is overlap between the markers for Laverton and Melbourne, Sydney and

Richmond, Casino and Lismore, and Brisbane and Amberley.

(a) NNRP (b) WRF 50 km

Skill score

Skill score: FFDI

80 83 86 89 92 95

(c) WRF 10 km

Fig. 4. FFDI skill score: (a) NNRP, (b) WRF 50 km, (c) WRF 10 km. Owing to their proximity, there is overlap between the markers for Laverton and

Melbourne, Sydney and Richmond, Casino and Lismore, and Brisbane and Amberley.
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SFFDI along areas of the east coast, but more frequently over-
estimates FFDI, particularly in inland areas and along the south
coast (Fig. 2f ). Relative to those for NNRP, the simulated errors

are considerably smaller. Fig. 2c shows that WRF10 also cap-
tures extremely well the basic gradient in SFFDI from the coast
towards the inland. Five sites, located in the south-east, are

within �100, but elsewhere along both the east and south coast
WRF10 tends to underestimate SFFDI. As with WRF50, WRF10

also overestimates SFFDI inland, but the bias is generally

smaller than with WRF50 and NNRP. The observed values of
SFFDI are positively correlated with the absolute error for
NNRP ((correlation coefficient (r) of 0.64, P, 0.001 from t

statistic)), WRF50 (r¼ 0.50, P, 0.001) and WRF10 (r¼ 0.42,
P¼ 0.01). However, there was no correlation between obser-
vations and proportional error for NNRP (r¼ –0.20, P¼ 0.24),
WRF50 (r¼ –0.24, P¼ 0.41) or WRF10 (r¼ –0.05, P¼ 0.77).

The station-averaged bias for SFFDI for NNRP is relatively
low at 40, compared with 967 forWRF50 and and 381 forWRF10

(Table 3). However, this masks a range of large positive and

negative biases inNNRP, as shown by theRMSE (1118).WRF10

has the lowest RMSE (909) and WRF50 the highest (1348).

Days per year with FFDI above 50

Fig. 3 and Table 2 show days per year with FFDI above 50. As
expected based on the results for theSFFDI, the number of days

where FFDI exceeds 50 also shows a strong gradient from the
coast to inland (Fig. 3a). Near the coast, the observations point
mainly to 0.5–2 days per year with FFDI exceeding 50, with this
increasing to more than 12 inland. NNRP captures some of the

gradient, but consistently underestimates values along the east
and south-east coasts, and seriously overestimates the value at
Birdsville (Fig. 3b).WRF50 andWRF10 capture well the overall

pattern of the observations (Fig. 3c, d ). The difference between
WRF50 and the observations (Fig. 3f ) shows seven stations
where the model is within�0.5 days per year. AlthoughWRF50

tends to underestimate this measure near the coast, the overall
simulation appears close to the observations. A similar result is
apparent forWRF10; there are nine stations within�0.5 days per
year of the observations, elsewhere the model tends to be closer

to the observations than forWRF50. BothWRF simulations yield
more overestimates of days per year over 50 than did NNRP.
The observed values of days per year with FFDI over 50 are

positively correlatedwith the absolute error for NNRP (r¼ 0.77,
P, 0.001) and WRF10 (r¼ 0.52, P, 0.001), but not WRF50

(r¼ 0.27, P¼ 0.12). Proportional error is correlated with

observed values for NNRP (r¼ –0.34, P¼ 0.05), but not for
WRF50 (r¼ –0.29, P¼ 0.09) or WRF10 (r¼ –0.22, P¼ 0.21).

NNRP has a slight negative bias on average across all stations

(�0.11; Table 3) in the simulation of the number of days where
FFDI exceeds 50. On average WRF has a positive bias (0.38 for
WRF50 and 0.55 for WRF10). As with annual cumulative FFDI,
the low mean bias of NNRP relative to WRF masks one

particularly large positive bias (Birdsville, 39) and a range of
negative biases, such that the RMSE for NNRP is 7.08, com-
pared with 3.27 for WRF50 and 3.64 for WRF10.

FFDI skill score

To assess the models more generally, skill scores were calcu-
lated based on the overlap of the PDF (Fig. 4 and Table 4).

Sample PDFs are shown for two stations for which WRF10 had
high skill scores (Fig. 5; see Supplementary material Fig. S1 for
WRF50 and Fig. S2 for NNRP). Fig. 5 also shows the insensi-

tivity of skill score to errors in rare values (see Methods). The
station-averaged skill scores were 85.7 for NNRP, 85.4 for
WRF50 and 91.2 forWRF10. AlthoughWRF50 andNNRPdisplay

similar performance overall, WRF50 (Fig. 4b) has two fewer
stations in the lowest skill score bin than does NNRP (Fig. 4a),
and one more in the highest bin. In contrast, WRF10 (Fig. 4c)
clearly captures the observed PDF of FFDI better than does

either NNRP or WRF50. Compared to WRF10, WRF50 does rel-
atively poorly along the southern coast (,85) and in inland areas
this remains ,90. WRF50 does capture the observations along

the east coast verywell inmost cases.WRF10 shows a significant
improvement over WRF50 (Fig. 4c). WRF10 skill scores along
the south coast increase to .95. There is a small reduction in

skill scores along parts of the east coast. Themajor improvement
is further inland where the skill score improves by 5–10 over

Table 4. FFDI skill scores for the NNRP, WRF 50 km (W50) and

WRF 10 km (W10)

Station FFDI skill score

NNRP W50 W10

Adelaide 81 76 93

Amberley 72 96 91

Bendigo 91 80 92

Birdsville 82 86 88

Bourke 92 84 90

Brisbane 90 94 81

Broken Hill 76 68 75

Canberra 85 95 97

Casino 85 83 95

Charleville 82 89 95

Cobar 94 85 93

Coffs Harbour 96 92 86

Dubbo 97 86 94

Emerald 71 82 87

Hay 88 72 80

Laverton 84 85 99

Lismore 92 90 86

Melbourne 85 89 97

Mildura 89 83 89

Miles 73 85 94

Moree 78 81 89

Mount Gambier 82 86 96

Nhill 90 82 94

Nowra 96 96 95

Omeo 83 83 97

Orbost 79 75 98

Renmark 87 83 86

Richmond 86 97 99

Sale 85 83 97

Sydney 95 87 87

Thargomindah 89 85 90

Tibooburra 85 83 88

Wagga 88 85 97

Wilcannia 85 84 90

Williamtown 87 97 88
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WRF50 such that only one station has a skill score ,80 in con-
trast to 4 in WRF50.

What causes WRF errors in average and extreme FFDI?

The Improvement metric (see Methods) demonstrates which
variables contribute to the errors in the WRF-derived FFDI
values. Table 5 shows the results forSFFDI for bothWRF50 and

WRF10, with stations ranked by proportional error. Where
the proportional error is,0.05 (that is, WRF is within 5% of the
observations) we have not colour coded the outcomes on the
grounds that WRF is likely within observational error without

implementing any corrections using the observations. Table 5
shows that substituting drought factor or temperature does not
lead to significant improvements in WRF50. The main effect is

caused by replacingWRF’s simulated relative humiditywith the
observed humidity, suggesting that there is a systematic dif-
ference between theWRF50 and observed humidity that strongly

affects the derived FFDI. A similar result is shown for WRF10.

Although substituting each of DF, T and V does contribute
improvements, the only systematic substitution that has a large

effect is humidity. Table 6 shows the equivalent result for FFDI
days over 50. In this case, it is not the substitution of humidity
that contributes most to an improvement of the simulated FFDI,

rather it is the substitution of wind speed.
Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate that different components of the

FFDI contribute to different measures of WRF’s ability to

simulate FFDI. The SFFDI errors in WRF50 and WRF10 are
largely determined by differences between the observed and
simulated relative humidity. The errors in simulating days over
50 are largely determined by differences between the observed

and simulated wind speed. Tables 5 and 6 also show stations
where substituting observed values of each quantity degrades
the WRF-derived FFDI. This is counterintuitive but is likely

related to a physical consistency inWRF between the simulation
of each variable, which leads to an accurate simulation of FFDI
inmany stations. Removing one of these variables and replacing

it with an observed quantity causes physical inconsistencies,
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Fig. 5. Probability density functions (PDFs) of FFDI at two stations for which WRF 10 km has a high skill score. Right hand side excludes values

below 25, showing relative insensitivity of skill score to errors in rare values.
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which degrades themodel’s performance in the resultingmetric.

In some cases, however, a markedly decreased improvement
arises when relatively large positive and negative biases in
multiple variables balance each other out. At Moree for exam-

ple,WRF50 simulates 3.6 days per year with an FFDI above 50,
compared with 3.2 actually observed. Substituting observed
wind speed and relative humidity changes the respective

WRF50 value to 5.6 and 1.7, because negative and positive
biases in extreme values of these variables no longer cancel each
other out.

What causes WRF errors in FFDI skill score?

To explore the causes of remaining weaknesses in WRF’s
capacity to capture the overall distribution of FFDI we explored

the performance of the model in simulating each of its compo-
nent variables using the PDF-based skill score. Fig. 6a shows
that WRF50 captures well the drought factor across the region

with most stations exceeding 80. Fig. 6b shows the WRF50

simulation of temperature. The model is outstanding over all
regions and it is unlikely that remaining errors are associated
with weaknesses in simulating FFDI. Fig. 6c shows the wind

speed and Fig. 6d shows humidity. Clearly, for both wind and
humidity WRF50 simulates the distribution poorly compared
with the drought factor or temperature. Along the east coast and

inlandwind speed is capturedwith a skill score frequently below
73. A similar result is clear for relative humidity, although it is
simulated slightly better than wind by WRF50. Interestingly,

although the station-averaged FFDI skill scores for WRF50 and
NNRP are almost identical, WRF50 has a higher station-
averaged skill score than does NNRP for each variable
(Table 3): drought factor (88.9 v. 81.8), temperature (91.6 v.

85.4), wind speed (74.1 v. 65.0) and relative humidity (79.8 v.

79.0). It follows that to some extent, theWRF50 errors reinforce
each other, the NNRP errors cancel each other out, or both.

Table 5. Effect of substituting in each of the observed variables on WRF error in annual cumulative FFDI

Stations are arranged in reverse order of proportional error. See Methods for definition of improvement. Dark grey shading shows improvement .0.7, grey

shows improvement between 0.3 and 0.7, no shading shows improvement between�0.3 and 0.3 and light grey shading shows improvement below�0.3 (i.e. an

increase in error). Stations where WRF10-modelled FFDI is within 5% of the observed value have been italicised. Absolute error is shown for reference

Station Proportional error Absolute error Improvement (WRF 50 km þ observed) Improvement (WRF 10 km þ observed)

DF T V H DF T V H

Hay 0.66 �2203 0.25 �0.11 0.07 0.49 �0.5 �0.96 �1.5 0.48

Broken Hill 0.65 �2892 �0.29 0.14 0.39 0.63 0.59 0.56 0.17 0.82

Coffs Harbour 0.41 474 0.15 0.02 �0.02 0.61 �0.09 �0.17 �0.15 0.54

Williamtown 0.38 730 �0.16 �0.24 �0.36 0.84 �0.35 �0.95 �1.41 �0.32

Lismore 0.34 586 �0.12 �0.03 0.16 0.74 �0.21 �0.14 0.24 0.73

Sydney 0.32 605 �1.24 �1.19 �1.57 0.1 0.32 0.37 0.41 0.92

Brisbane 0.31 567 0.09 0.04 0.16 0.69 0.05 �0.06 0.27 0.65

Renmark 0.27 �1416 �2.19 �2.83 �1.74 0.46 �1.29 �2.01 �1.24 0.97

Bendigo 0.24 �675 0.38 0.26 0.21 0.56 0.82 0.78 0.42 0.73

Emerald 0.24 �1121 �0.02 �0.03 �0.07 0.62 �0.37 �0.47 �0.3 0.8

Mildura 0.24 �1248 �0.08 �0.08 0.27 0.58 �0.41 �0.35 0.41 0.54

Bourke 0.23 �1313 �0.31 �0.4 �1.21 0.83 0.4 0.36 0.53 0.87

Moree 0.2 �822 �0.02 �0.1 �0.29 0.94 �0.27 �0.48 �0.82 0.71

Mount Gambier 0.19 345 �0.12 �0.06 �0.19 0.95 �0.15 �0.18 �0.09 0.95

Nowra 0.18 321 0.08 �0.01 0.34 0.58 0.04 �0.07 0.4 0.51

Wilcannia 0.18 �1151 �0.36 �0.16 �0.6 0.99 �0.53 0.32 �1.69 �0.06

Amberley 0.16 509 0.69 0.51 0.22 0.85 0.43 0.4 0.23 0.91

Thargomindah 0.16 �1155 �1.19 �0.64 �2.25 0.75 0.92 0.59 0.53 0.26

Tibooburra 0.16 �1167 0.08 0.04 �0.27 0.82 0.01 �0.03 �0.05 0.68

Casino 0.15 336 �0.12 �0.13 0.06 0.71 �0.3 �0.55 0.02 0.76

Cobar 0.14 �690 0.2 0.03 �0.21 0.71 0.18 �0.11 �0.4 0.79

Dubbo 0.13 �461 �0.12 �0.06 �1.04 0.95 0.58 0.62 0.94 0.59

Miles 0.12 �480 0.27 �0.06 �0.15 0.64 �0.14 �0.54 �0.21 0.53

Melbourne 0.11 267 �5.6 �1.39 �5.33 �2.46 0.67 0.42 0.88 0.68

Nhill 0.11 �421 �0.2 �0.07 �0.13 0.66 �42 �37 �17 �8.15

Adelaide 0.1 �289 �0.07 �0.06 �0.11 0.67 �58 �46 �43 �36

Sale 0.09 149 �0.04 �0.09 �0.16 0.89 �0.05 �0.09 0.09 0.71

Charleville 0.06 �366 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.97 �19 �27 �16 �14

Laverton 0.05 91 0.14 �0.06 �0.35 0.28 0.88 0.89 �0.45 0.87

Birdsville 0.04 �413 20.53 20.3 22.39 0.36 0.46 0.33 0.77 0.41

Wagga 0.03 �117 20.07 20.07 0.28 0.59 20.16 20.19 0.35 0.59

Canberra 0.02 55 20.01 0 0.08 0.69 20.08 20.16 0.15 0.69

Omeo 0 6 0.16 20.07 20.16 0.69 21.23 21.55 22.12 0.97

Orbost 0 3 20.01 20.08 20.11 0.92 20.16 20.23 20.11 0.97

Richmond 0 7 0.5 0.49 0.19 0.4 0.24 0.26 0.56 0.63
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The improvement in skill score in capturing the drought

factor using WRF10 is only clear at several stations in the
southern part of the domain (Fig. 7a). Elsewhere, the improve-
ments inWRF10 are incremental, but no station is captured with

a skill score of less than 85. In effect, the drought factor is
simulated very well inWRF50 and because of this only a handful
of stations are improved inWRF10. Similarly, there is incremen-

tal improvement in simulating temperature (Fig. 7b). Indeed, at
no station is either temperature or drought factor captured with a
skill score of ,80 and in most cases values exceed 90. Weaker
performance forWRF10 is apparent for wind speed, with almost

identical results toWRF50 (Figs 6c, 7c). In contrast, humidity is
improved considerably in WRF10 such that there are only five
stations with skill scores ,80 in WRF10, in contrast to 17 in

WRF50. And although there are only four stations over 90 in

WRF50, there are eight in WRF10.
WRF50 and WRF10 have very similar RMSE values overall

for drought factor (station-averaged RMSE 2.6 and 2.5); indi-

vidual station data not shown) and temperature (2.3 and 2.2). In
contrast,WRF10 clearly improves overall onWRF50 in terms of
wind speed (8.1 compared with 10.6) and relative humidity

(13.0 compared with 18.7).

Summarising the skill score difference between WRF50
and WRF10

The differences between WRF50 and WRF10 in simulating the
distribution of each variable are summarised in Fig. 8. Points
above the y¼ x line indicate better skill score inWRF10, whereas

Table 6. Effect of substituting in each of the observed variables on WRF error in days per year with FFDI over 50

Stations are arranged in reverse order of proportional error. See Methods for definition of improvement. Dark grey shading shows improvement .0.7, grey

shows improvement between 0.3 and 0.7, no shading shows improvement between�0.3 and 0.3 and light grey shading shows improvement below�0.3 (i.e. an

increase in error). Stations where WRF10 modelled FFDI is within 5% of the observed value have been italicised. Absolute error is shown for reference.

inf, infinity

Station Proportional error Absolute error Improvement (WRF 50 km þ observed) Improvement (WRF 10 km þ observed)

DF T V H DF T V H

Hay 7.60 �7.6 0.2 0.18 0.66 0.91 0.08 0.16 0.78 0.59

Broken Hill 4.67 �11.4 0.23 0.23 0.27 0.98 0.15 �0.06 0.71 0.69

Miles 1.93 �1.16 0.51 0.27 0.58 0.71 0.35 0.13 0.98 0.9

Bourke 1.01 �6.84 0.05 0.26 0.33 0.93 �0.12 0.12 0.84 0.77

Coffs Harbour 1.00 0.24 0 0 0.2 �0.2 0 0 0.17 0

Sydney 0.94 1.32 0 0.03 0.43 0.06 0 �0.03 0.67 �0.06

Mount Gambier 0.93 1.6 0 0.02 0.79 0.07 0 0.02 0.23 0.16

Adelaide 0.93 1.72 �0.36 0.55 0.83 0.19 0.02 0.1 0.65 0

Brisbane 0.88 0.6 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.46 0.33 0.07 0.8 0.2

Williamtown 0.88 1.44 0 0 0.28 0.1 �0.03 0 0.19 0.08

Orbost 0.80 0.16 0 0 0.2 0.2 0.25 0 0.5 0

Nowra 0.79 0.76 �0.05 0 0.24 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.49 0.11

Bendigo 0.74 �1.36 0.47 0.91 �2.11 �0.75 0.3 0.44 0.55 0.73

Melbourne 0.71 2.32 0 �0.03 0.72 0.07 0.03 �0.02 0.71 0.09

Casino 0.65 1.24 0 0 0.27 �0.02 �0.03 0.1 0.64 �0.33

Sale 0.64 0.36 �0.18 �0.18 0.98 0.46 �0.22 0 0.9 0.12

Emerald 0.58 �0.84 0.04 �0.11 �0.9 0.37 0 0 �0.07 0.5

Mildura 0.50 �4.24 �1.59 �1.9 �4.48 �4.12 0.26 0.36 0.3 0.75

Laverton 0.48 0.8 0.03 �0.03 0.98 �0.03 0.4 �0.1 0.8 �0.3

Amberley 0.44 0.76 0 �0.03 0.38 0.09 0 0.11 0.84 0.29

Canberra 0.43 0.48 �0.18 0.05 0.55 �0.14 �0.08 0.17 0.5 �0.42

Wagga 0.41 2 �0.31 �0.06 0.46 �0.39 0.06 �0.02 0.74 �0.02

Wilcannia 0.40 �4.6 0.25 �0.18 �1.82 �0.51 �0.01 �0.21 �0.05 0.61

Renmark 0.39 �4 �0.16 �0.05 0.3 �0.89 0.13 0.17 0.56 0.75

Birdsville 0.35 10.48 �0.04 0.7 �3.08 �3.74 0.01 0.52 0.55 �0.54

Richmond 0.33 0.56 �0.05 0.03 0.54 0.14 0.14 0 0.79 �0.28

Thargomindah 0.29 0.08 0.18 0.06 0.58 0.96 0.08 �0.16 0.94 0.98

Lismore 0.29 �4.48 0 0 0.17 �0.17 �0.5 �0.49 0.53 �1.42

Cobar 0.28 �1.52 0.1 �0.21 0.72 0.83 �0.55 �0.47 0.39 0.29

Nhill 0.17 0.76 �0.71 �0.25 �0.5 �1.09 0.42 0.44 0.42 0.05

Moree 0.15 �0.48 �0.68 �0.18 �4.97 �2.79 0.92 0.91 �1.27 �0.75

Charleville 0.14 1.04 0.9 0.98 �0.35 0.1 0.19 �0.12 �0.37 �0.42

Dubbo 0.10 0.28 0.16 0.22 �1.42 �1.57 �0.43 0.18 �3.39 �4

Tibooburra 0.02 0.32 20.22 0.95 217.12 215.36 20.41 23.14 20.82 210.19

OmeoA n/a n/a n/a –inf –inf n/a 0 21.05 21.24 1

AThe observed value at Omeo is 0, so proportional error cannot be calculated.
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points below the line indicate better skill score in WRF50. For

FFDI (Fig. 8a), WRF10 outperforms WRF50 in most cases,
usually by a small margin but sometimes by over 10 points.
There are, however, five stations at whichWRF50 records higher

skill scores than does WRF10. These stations are Amberley,
Brisbane, Lismore, Coffs Harbour and Williamtown; all are
found along the middle to upper eastern seaboard. Skill scores

for drought factor (Fig. 8b) cluster more closely to the line y¼ x

than for FFDI, but there remain several stations at whichWRF10

perform considerably better than doesWRF50. Little is gained by
moving from 50- to 10-km grid spacing when simulating the

distribution of maximum temperature (Fig. 8c) or wind speed
(Fig. 8d ). Skill scores for both variables are fairly tightly and
evenly clustered around the line y¼ x. In contrast, the pattern of

relative humidity skill scores is quite similar to FFDI (Fig. 8e).
There is a clear and often large improvement in humidity skill

scorewhenmoving from50- to 10-kmgrid spacing, but there are

also five stations – the same as for FFDI – where WRF10 per-
forms worse than does WRF50. In summary, decreasing WRF
grid spacing typically leads to either an improvement or no

change in skill score. At a few stations, however, WRF’s sim-
ulation accuracy actually degrades when grid spacing is
decreased.

Discussion and conclusions

This study provides strong evidence for the first time of a
regional climate model’s capacity to simulate fire weather over

multiple decades. WRFwas evaluated over a period of 25 years,
covering a much broader range of weather conditions than had
previous studies, which assessed periods of days to weeks. At

both 10- and 50-km grid spacings WRF is able to capture large
spatial gradients in average and extreme FFDI, as well as

73 80 85 90 93 96

(a) Drought factor

WRF 50 km variable skill scores

(b) Temperature

(d ) Relative humidity(c) Wind speed

Fig. 6. WRF50 kmvariable skill score: (a) drought factor, (b) temperature, (c) wind speed, (d ) relative humidity. Bin

sizes are nonlinear and have been chosen to maximise representation in each bin. Owing to their proximity, there is

overlap between the markers for Laverton and Melbourne, Sydney and Richmond, Casino and Lismore, and Brisbane

and Amberley.
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reproduce the overall distribution of FFDI. The major biases in
WRF are underestimates of FFDI along the east coast and
overestimates at hot and arid inland locations. These over-

estimates apply more to average than extreme FFDI values and
are mitigated partly by the known underestimation of observed
average FFDI values (see Methods).

There are several sources of errors in the WRF simulations.
The boundary conditions (NNRP) and deficiencies in the
representation of physical processes in the model both contrib-

ute to the errors. The fact that the NNRP has similar spatial
patterns of error indicates these boundary conditions are a
dominant source of error. The biases in temperature and precip-
itation found by Evans and McCabe (2010) influence results

here, but only negligibly so compared with the other two
variables that comprise FFDI. Based on the improvement scores
from substituting in observed variables to recalculate FFDI,

relative humidity is the largest driver of errors in annual

cumulative FFDI, whereas wind speed has the most influence
on errors in extreme FFDI values. Given that FFDI is more
sensitive to changes in wind speed than it is to changes in the

other variables (Dowdy et al. 2010) and that FFDI is an
exponential function, the influence ofWRF errors in wind speed
will be disproportionately high at the upper extremes of the

distribution. Conversely, relative humidity is very low on the
highest FFDI days, so errors must be proportionately larger
to have an equivalent effect on FFDI. Our results do, how-

ever, demonstrate the value of separately examining measures
of central tendency (in this case the annual cumulative
FFDI) and measure of extreme values (days per year with FFDI
above 50).

It is noteworthy that where the observations are more
consistent (temperature and drought factor, which is derived
from precipitation)WRF performs very well. As noted by Evans

and McCabe (2010), WRF improves almost all temperature and

73 80 85 90 93 96

(a) Drought factor

WRF 10 km variable skill scores

(b) Temperature

(d ) Relative humidity(c) Wind speed

Fig. 7. WRF10 kmvariable skill score: (a) drought factor, (b) temperature, (c) wind speed, (d ) relative humidity. Bin

sizes are nonlinear and have been chosen to maximise representation in each bin. Owing to their proximity, there is

overlap between the markers for Laverton and Melbourne, Sydney and Richmond, Casino and Lismore, and Brisbane

and Amberley.
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precipitation statistics relative to those derived from the NNRP
reanalysis data, which supplied the lateral boundary conditions
for their and our study. However, for wind speed and relative
humidity, forwhich inhomogeneity in observational datasets is a

greater issue than for temperature and rainfall (Jakob 2010;
Lucas 2010b), there are larger differences between the model
and the observations. A significant fraction of these errors are
likely associated with model error, but some fraction is very
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probably observational errors. We cannot determine the relative
fractions, but an exploration of how well WRF captures wind

and relative humidity at those stations that are particularly
reliable would be worthwhile.

The performance of WRF run at 50-km grid spacing, with

respect to the NNRP reanalysis dataset that provided the lateral
boundary conditions to drive the WRF simulations, depends on
the measure used. Owing to the introduction of a positive bias
overall in theWRF simulation, NNRP averages smaller errors in

annual cumulative FFDI. WRF performs better than NNRP for
extreme values and simulates the overall distribution of each of
the variables underlying FFDI better than does NNRP. WRF

also better captures lower values (in average and extreme FFDI).
In contrast, WRF run at 10-km grid spacing represents a clear
improvement over NNRP and in most cases WRF at 50 km,

especially in the south-east corner of continental Australia. The
twoWRF simulations perform similarly with respect to extreme
FFDI values, with much smaller errors in variance than for
NNRP; WRF at 10 km also improves upon NNRP in simulating

variation in average values. At a small number of locations along
the east coast WRF performance actually degrades with finer
grid spacing. This is likely because of introduced deficiencies in

simulating relative humidity at these locations. Any errors in
wind speed simulation internal toWRF are essentially unaffected
by decreasing the grid spacing of the model from 50 to 10 km.

The improvement ofWRFat finer grid spacing appears unrelated
to its greater proximity to weather stations; there is no correla-

tion between error and distance from model grid cell centre for
either WRF at 10 km or WRF at 50 km grid spacing (data not
shown). Whether the improvement in model performance war-

rants the additional computational resources required for high-
resolution model runs depends on the location and the needs of
users of the data.

An advantage of high resolution climate models over station-

based meteorological datasets is their comprehensive spatial
coverage. WRF can be used to generate estimates of FFDI risk
across the entire landscape rather than just at station locations,

which may provide novel information to fire managers. Figs 9
and 10 respectively show WRF maps of average annual cumu-
lative FFDI and average days per year with FFDI above 50. The

maps also show the observed values at each station for reference.
For bothmetrics the areas of largest fireweather risk are found in
the north-east of the domain, which is dominated by grassland
and desert, rather than forest. There is a clear gradient of

increasing risk from the coast inwards, which is stronger in
the south-west than along the east coast. The full landscape
coverage of regional climate models such as WRF can provide

important information that a sparse station network cannot. For
example, Warrumbungle (31.38S, 149.18E) is surrounded by
areas with between 1.5 and 6.5 days per year of FFDI above 50,
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Fig. 9. WRF 10 kmmap of mean annual cumulative FFDI (1985–2009).Markers show observed

values. Small black markers show examples of places where days per year with FFDI over 50

differs substantially from the surrounding area.
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whereas much of it records less than 1 day per year (Fig. 10).
Conversely, Willaura (37.68S, 142.78E) records approximately

double the number of days above 50 than in much of the
surrounding area. Cavan, Mannanarie and Arcadia Valley are
other towns with extreme FFDI values that are considerably

different to their surrounds. When taken into account with other
wildfire risk factors, these differences in fire weather conditions
have the potential to influence a range of decisions in fire

management, including prioritisation of prescribed burns and
guidelines for housing construction and setback distances
between buildings and vegetation.

WRF simulates observed FFDI quite well and does this

despite the additional constraint of matching grid-based values
with point-based observations. WRF run with 50-km grid
spacing does not consistently outperform the reanalysis data,

improving in some areas but not in others. The fire weather
derived from WRF with 10-km grid spacing is generally closer
to observations than the reanalysis across the full range of

evaluation metrics used here. This suggests it is a very useful
tool for modelling fire weather over the entire landscape of
south-east Australia. The evaluation of WRF against multi-
decadal observations also provides a useful reference for any

future projections of FFDI derived from WRF. Further studies
evaluating RCMs against long-term observational datasets will

provide more opportunities to judge the relative merit of this
simulation.
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